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Perkins Institution and Massacuusetts Asylum for the Blind, >

Boston, Nov. 5, 1875. S

To the Hou. Oliver Warner, Secretary of State.

Dear Sir :—I have the honor to transmit a copy of the

Forty-Fourth Annual Report of this Institution, for the use

of His Excellency the Governor and of the Legislature.

Respectfully,

SAM'L G. HOWE,
Secretary.
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TRUSTEES' REPOIIT.

Peukixs Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for the Blind, )

Boston, Sept. 30, 1875. >

To the Members of the Corporation.

Gentlemen : — It has again become the duty of

the undersigned, Trustees, to whom you and the

Executive of the Commonwealth have committed

the care of this Institution, to submit to you, and

to the members of the Legislature, our Report for

the year ending September 30, 1875.

This record of the events which have occurred

during the past twelve months will be concise and

brief, for the following reasons:

—

First. Because the last report of the Trustees, and

that of the Director, treated in extenso of the history,

progress, and condition of the Institution, besides

touching upon a variety of topics concerning the

education of the blind in general ; and

Second. Because in the annals of a public insti-

tution which has already attained a certain degree

of steady and systematic usefulness, the lapse of a

year is seldom likely to bring about events of great

l^ublic importance oi* general interest.
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Statistics and Health.

The report of the Director sets forth in detail the

usual statistics, and the condition of the various

departments of the Institution.

The number of blind persons connected with the

establishment, as pupils, teachers, domestics, and

work men or women, is 176.

The statistics of entrances and discharges, and the

particulars of the internal management of the Insti-

tution, are reported to our Board by the Director at

stated times, so that we are kept informed of all the

details of the administration.

There have been no cases of severe disease, and

no deaths, among the inmates of the Institution

during the past year. Of the epidemics prevalent

in Boston and vicinity during the winter, only the

measles entered its walls ; but these were of a light

character, and caused no serious interruption of the

work.

A wholesome diet is provided, and great attention

paid to carrying out the sanitary regulations of the

establishment.

Finances.

The financial condition of the Institution is very

satisfactory. It is exhibited in the report of the

Treasurer, Mr. Henry Endicott, which is hereto

appended.

The total receipts during the year were $68,600.13.

The total expenditures, including amount paid for

stock to be manufactured in the work department.
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|66,104.G8. This leaves a cash balance of $12,802.57,

against |10,427.12 on hand October 1, 1874.

The report of the Treasurer is accompanied by an

analysis of the Steward's account, showing the prin-

cipal articles consumed, their quantity and cost.

The Trustees take this opportunity of expressing

their obligation to Mr. Endicott, for the courteous and

satisfiietory manner in which he has discharged the

duties of his office. They also earnestly request that

the members of the Corporation will satisfy them-

selves, by actual examination, that the funds of the

Institution are wisely and frugally applied, and that

every dollar received, either from the State or from

individuals, is properly acknowledged and accounted

for.

Bequests.

It is gratifying to report that, although many new

and important objects of benevolence are engaging

the public attention, yet the interest felt in this Insti-

tution continues undiminished. The establishment

has always had warm friends ; and the community

which gave it, in its infancy, such benefactors as

Perkins and Oliver,. Todd and Brooks, Rotch, Gray,

May, and many others, has not exhausted its interest

in the welfare of the blind, but has added to the above

noble list, within the last few years, the names of

Hudson, Roche, and Templeton, and more recently

that of Mi-s. Ann White Yose.

This generous and benevolent lady, in bequeath-

ing a large property to educational, charitable, and

relio:ious institutions, did not foro-et ours, but left
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to it the sum of ten thousand cloHars, to be held as

a permanent fund. An estabhshment more worthy

of remembrance in the disposal of property by benev-

olent bequest, than this Institution, can hardly be

imagined. It proposes to relieve one of the severest

afflictions which are permitted to fall upon a portion

of the human race, and its efforts have been rewarded

with very gratifying success. The Trustees, in their

own name, and in behalf of the blind, acknowledge

their gratitude for the gift.

Supervision^ ttk^der the Boaed of EDucATio:sr.

We take pleasure in informing the Corporation

that the Institution has been placed by law under

the supervision of the Board of Education, instead

of that of the Board of State Charities.

Although purely educational in its character, aims,

and purposes, it was liable, until last year, to be

classed among the eleemosynary establishments of

the State. This change of jurisdiction, removing as

it does all risk of misunderstanding regarding the

character of the Institution, has given great satis-

faction to its puj)ils and friends.

DlKECTOK AND AsSISTAI^^TS.

The establishment has continued under the charge

of Dr. S. G. Howe, who has been supported by a

corps of assistants and attendants long tried and

well trained.

The officers and employes engaged in the service

of the Institution, taken as a whole, are persons of

superior natural ability and good culture, distin-
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giiishcd l)y lluir industry, devotion, generous ambi-

tion, and high moral character. They have not only

become interested in the progress and improvement

of their pupils, but they also labor zealoiisly for the

elevation of the blind in general.

Causes of the Pkese:rt CojsTdition of the

Blind.

The good effected by the efforts of such a band

of earnest workers can hardly be overestimated

;

and when we reflect that there are in difierent parts

of our Union some twenty-eight such companies, we

can understand one of the causes which have contrib-

uted to raise the mental and moral condition of the

blind in the United States, as it certainly has been

raised within the past forty years, above that of the

blind in other Christian countries.

Among the instrumentalities which have brought

about this happy result, our Institution has been a

leading and very important one, and the blind of

l^ew England stand among the foremost of their

class.

The exami)le of this Institution has also been of

great value to persons seeking to found similar

educational establishments in other parts of the

world. The happy results of its system of training

and education may be seen in the numbers of

respectable, thriving, and industrious blind men and

women in different parts of 'New England, Avho are

earning their livelihood by their own exertions; and

every year adds new and encouraging examples to

swell the list of the self-supporting blind.
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The value of this establishment to the blind is

increased by the fortunate fact that its advantages

are distributed in such wise that their acceptance

does not involve any feeling of dependence. It is

in no sense alms or charity, in the common accept-

ation of the word, which the blind receive here

;

but a pubhc provision, paid for out of the common

stock gathered up from the taxation of all citizens,

and to this provision the blind children of the Com-

monwealth have the same right as the seeing.

It will be seen from the foregoing statement that

a great change has been wrought in the actual con-

dition and mental and moral status of the blind,

during the last half century, and there is reason to

hope for a yet greater improvement in the future.

Blindness and beggary are still almost synonymous

in many European countries, and we all know the

paralyzing effects of a consciousness of dependence

upon alms-giving, however kindly it may be dis-

guised. These two terms—blindness and beggary

—

have been forever disunited in this country.

Such considerations ought to, and do, encourage

our hearts and strengthen our hands.

Much as has been already accomplished, however,

the work hitherto done should be regarded as merely

a prelude to that which is to come. Forty-five years

are not a long period in the history of such a move-

ment as this, and the art of teaching and training

the blind is still to be considered as comparatively

new. The institutions specially devoted to it are

indeed numerous ; but many of them are in many

respects ill-provided. The advances ours has made,
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and the instrumentalities it possesses, show not only

how much has been clone in a few years, but how

much more may yet be effected, and how much

greater progress made.

To accomplish this, several things are necessary.

First. That public interest should be kept alive

on the subject, and people of all classes made to

regard the education and encouragement of the blind

as a social necessity and moral duty.

Second. That some from among our eminent citi-

zens, who have the ability and leisure, should devote

a portion of their time to the study of the subject.

Third. That the wealthy should contribute of

their means.

Fourth. That the State should continue to grant

direct aid from the public treasury, and the muni-

cipalities to favor and facilitate the admission of

indigent pupils.

Finally. That the great community at large

should be prepared to receive back into its bosom,

and furnish with employment, those of the blind

who have been educated in, and graduated from,

its public institutions.

Progress in this direction is only to be made by

the expenditure of thought, study, labor, and money.

Instruction, Books, and Appaeatus.

The Institution is in an excellent condition in all

its departments, and continues to grow in usefulness

and importance from year to year. The modes of

instruction followed in its various departments are

of the most approved character, and its graduates
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will bear comparison in point of intellectual attain-

ment with those of any of our public schools. Its

instructors are unexceptionable in point of character

and ability, and its appliances are extensive and well

selected. Its musical and tuning departments, suj)-

plied with an excellent corps of zealous and talented

instructors, and furnished with a complete collection

of piano-fortes, organs, and all the instruments.neces-

sary for a thorough musical education, are the best

of the kind in the world.

Any unprejudiced and fair-minded person will find,

on careful examination, that the management of the

Institution has sj)ared neither pains nor expense since

the time of its foundation, either in making imj)rove-

ments in the art of printing embossed books and con-

structing school apparatus for the blind, or in intro-

ducing such of those made elsewhere as seemed best

calculated to benefit its pupils and to promote their

real interests.

The establishment has thus come to possess an

extensive library, containing all the important books

printed for the use of the blind in this country and in

Europe, as well as a large collection of globes, relief

and dissected maps, ciphering-boards and types,

tablets for point-writing, etc., etc.

Trades a:nd Telegraphy.

Mention has beep made in previous reports of the

detriment sustained by blind workmen from the

ap})lication of machinery to some of the trades in

which they are employed.

Every year brings new inventions and innovations.
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and every year the hand laborer finds that his wares

arc less in demand than the preceding". It is very

plain whither this leads. 'New paths of industry

must be opened to the blind, as well as to the seeing

workman, Avho loses his bread by the rapid march of

improvement, which, although beneficial to the many,

is sometimes disastrous to the individual.

The need of a more extended field of labor and

employment for the blind has been particularly felt,

and difierent modes of supplying the deficiency have

been suggested.

It has been thought that blind people might be

successful in filling travelling agencies, and the

experiment has been tried with satisfactory results.

An intelligent young blind man, with good talent for

business, makes an excellent travelling agent for any

house. It is not probable, however, that any great

number will at present find occupation in this calling.

Their introduction as agents will probably be gradual.

Harness-making has proved to be one of the trades

at which the blind can work to advantage. It has

been successfully tried in the Arkansas School for

the Blind, and its adoption by other institutions was

recommended at the last meeting of the American

Association of Instructors of the Blind, held at

BataAna.

There is, however, a trade less laborious and more

lucrative which we would gladly see opened to the

blind ; to wit, that of telegraphy. It is very desirable

that the intelligent blind youth of the present day

should become initiated in this art. Its operations

are simple, and its practice may be made very profit-
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able. The machinery used is not of a dangerous

nature, and an intelligent young blind person could

easily learn its management. It is well known that

the clerks employed in telegraph offices to receive

messages, depend mostly upon the sense of hearing

for their interpretation, and there is no doubt that

blind people could be taught to receive these mes-

sages with as great facility as the seeing.

The cost of establishing telegraphic communica-

tion between our main building, cottages, school-

house, engine-house, workshop, and stable would be

small, and our pupils could be gradually instructed

in the art of receiving and transmitting messages.

There is every reason to believe that proficiency

in this most modern of all the modern trades and

callings would prove of great benefit to our gradu-

ates in after-life, since, although all could not hope

to turn such knowledge to account, there would,

doubtless, be many to whom its possession might

prove useful and profitable. The plan is simple and

practical, and its introduction might result in great

advantage to the blind.

Separation of Adults from Juveniles.

Persons not familiar Avith the organization and

workings of an institution of this kind, have the

erroneous idea that old and young are thrown

together, and that the adult blind and children mix

indiscriminately in its work-rooms and classes. This

is far from being the case, and would be no more

admissible than in schools for education of ordinary

youth.
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In tlie first place only a limited number of adults

is received, the principal object of the school being

the education of blind youth; but even the few who

are admitted as apprentices, are lodged by themselves,

in separate quarters, and go daily to their work in

the department for adult l)lind men and women.

This department is conducted on the principle of

entire separation from that of the juveniles. The

persons therein employed stand in the same relation

to the Institution that ordinary workmen hold to

factories and similar establishments. Nothing more

is expected from them than is required in all well-

regulated workshops. They must come punctually

to the shop, and occupy themselves diligently during

work hours. After that they go their own ways to

their several homes, while the few apprentices board-

ing at the Institution go directly to their separate

quarters.

Conclusion.

In closing this Report, the Trustees are happy to

state that the aflairs and interests of the Institution

are managed judiciously and satisfactorily. Nothing

is omitted, within the means of the establishment,

which may contribute either to the improvement of

the pupils, or to the comfort and safety of the house-

hold ; while, at the same time, everything is done

under the guidance of wise economy and prudent

management. The various departments arc all judi-

ciously arranged, and the whole system of instruction

and training is calculated to fit the pupils for a life

of respectability and usefulness.
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Finally, we cordially invite the members of the

Corporation, and those of the Legislature, and the

Executive of the Commonwealth, to visit the Institu-

tion as often as they conveniently can, and to make

themselves thoroughly acquainted with all its work-

ings. We feel confident that they will find satis-

factory evidence that the general harmony and good-

will which prevail throughout the establishment, the

zeal of its officers and teachers, and the comfort

and improvement of all its inmates, are subjects for

heartfelt congratulation.

For details respecting the condition of the several

departments of the Listitution, we refer you to the

report of the Director, hereto appended.

All of which is respectfully submitted by

ROBERT E. APTHORP,
EDWARD N. PERKINS,

JAMES STURGIS,

JOSEPH B. GLOVER,

JOHN S. DWIGHT,
GEORGE W. WALES,
JOSIAH QUINCY,

HENRY LEE HIGGINSON,

ANDREW P. PEABODY,
FRANCIS BROOKS,

SAMUEL G. SNELLING,

J. THEODORE HEARD,
Trustees.
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Boston, Oct. 20, 187.5.

At the aniiiml meeting of the Corporation, summoned
according to the by-laws, and held this day at the Institution,

the foregoing was adopted and ordered to be printed, and the

officers for the ensuing year were elected.

SAMUEL G. HOWE,
Secretary of the Corporation.
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OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION.

18 7 5-7 6.

President.

SAMUEL ELIOT.

Vice-President.

JOHN CUMMINGS.

Treasurer.

HENRY ENDICOTT,
Secretary.

SAMUEL G. HOWE.

Trustees.

ROBERT E. APTHORP.

EDWARD N. PERKINS.

JAMES STURGIS.

JOSEPH B. GLOVER.

GEORGE W. WALES.
SAMUEL G. SNELLING.

JOSIAH QUmCT.
HENRY LEE HIGGINSON.

JOHN S. DWIGHT.
FRANCIS BROOKS.

ANDREW P. PEABODY.

J. THEODORE HEARD.

Monthly Visiting Committee

:

Whose duttj it is to visit atid iiispcct the Institutio7i at least once in each tnonth.

1876. 1876.

January, . . R. E. Apthorp. July, . A. P. Peabodt.

February, . . Francis Brooks. August, . E. N. Perkins.

March, . J. S. DWIGUT. September, . JOSIAH QUINCY.

April, . J. B. Glover. October, . . S. G. Snelling.

May, . J. T. Heard. November, . James Sturgis.

June, . H. L. HiGGINSON. December,

.

. Geo. W. Wales
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THE EEPOET OF THE DIEECTOE.

To the Board of Trustees.

Gentlemen:—The quarterly reports which I have

had the honor of submitting to you, have narrated

passing events, and set forth in detail the operations

of the divers departments of this Institution. The

following may be considered as a review or resume of

those reports, accompanied by some thoughts and

reflections upon various topics of interest connected

with the subject.

The past year has been one of general prosperity

with the Institution.

There were one hundred and eighty-two blind

persons connected with the establishment at the

beginning of the year. There have entered since,

thirty; thirty-six have been discharged; so that the

present number is one hundred and seventy-six.

Of these, one hundred and fifty-nine are in the

school department proper, and seventeen in the work

department.

The first class includes one hundred and forty-

seven boys and girls enrolled as pupils and appren-

tices, seven teachers, and five domestics.

The second class comprises thirteen men and four

women employed in the workshop for adults.
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The number of apj^licants is steadily increasing,

and all whose age and condition render them fit

subjects for education at an institution of this kind

are promptly admitted.

General Health, etc.

The health record of the Institution varies^ of

course, from year to year.

'No deaths have occurred in the establishment for a

number of years, but the health of the household is

necessarily more or less affected by the condition of

the surrounding neighborhood.

Scarlet fever, diphtheria, and measles were prevalent

in Boston during the winter, but only the last named

of these epidemics penetrated within the walls of the

Institution, and that in a very light form.

On the first appearance of the disease, notice was

sent to parents and friends, and all necessary meas-

ures were taken for the care of the sick. The little

patients, eight in number, were kept in a ward by

themselves, and were carefully nursed and tended.

All recovered quickly; and with this exception, the

health record has been as good as usual. Indeed, in

the girls' cottages, it has been better perhaps than

that of the community at large. There have been no

epidemics and no cases of serious disease, or even of

severe indisposition.

This exemption may be regarded as the legitimate

result of careful supervision, and a system of training

and regimen, based upon the laws of hygiene and

physiology, and sanctioned by long experience and

almost uniform success.
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System of Instruction and Training.

As has been stated in previous reports, this Institu-

tion is not intended to be an asylum, l)ut a school for

blind youth of both sexes. It proposes, not to pro-

vide them with a permanent home, or temj^orary

refuge, but to furnish them with the facilities for a

thorough practical education, and thus enable them to

become self-supporting.

To this end a system of instruction and training

has been adoj^ted, which, although not diifering in its

main points from those used in our public schools, is

in some of its details better adapted to the pecul-

iarities of the class of children for whose special

benefit it is intended. This system is broad and

liberal in its views, and practical in its purposes. It

is conducted uj^on sound principles, and aims at

attainable results. It is free from vague theories and

Utopian ideas.

Among the instrumentalities employed for carrying

it out, the following are the principal :

—

First. Study in the school-room, accompanied by

oral instruction given by competent teachers.

Second. Lessons and practice in vocal and instru-

mental music.

Third. Thorough practical training in tuning and

repairing piano-fortes, with study of their mechan-

ism.

Fourth. Instruction in some simple trade, and

work at some domestic or mechanical occupation.

Fifth. Plenty of regular physical exercise, both in

the open air and under shelter.
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The main object of all these instrumentalities is to

give to the pupils a store of useful knowledge; to

develop in them the aesthetic sense ; to train them up

in virtuous and industrious habits ; to cultivate and

strengthen their mental and bodily powers by system-

atic and constant exercise; and, lastly, to make them

hardy and self-reliant, so that they may go out into

the world, not to eat the bread of charity, but to earn

a livelihood by honest work.

The pupils' time is divided between the various

occupations of the school-rooms, music and tuning

rooms, and work-rooms; but the several departments

of the establishment are so organized that they work

harmoniously, and there is no friction between any of

the parts.

The School Peopek.

Kearly the same course of study has been pursued

by the pupils in the intellectual department as in the

preceding years, and generally with great thorough-

ness. Reading, spelling, writing (both with a pencil

and in points) , arithmetic, geography (civil and physi-

cal) , history (modern and ancient) , natural philosophy,

physiology, geometry, algebra, astronomy, rhetoric,

civil government, and mental philosophy, are carefully

taught and eagerly acquired.

This course embraces all the branches taught in

our best common schools, and most of our pupils give

as close attention, and understand their lessons as

well, as seeing scholars of the same age.

German and Latin, and sometimes French, are

taught to special classes ; but our principal design is to
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give to all our pupils a good, solid English education,

and to enable them, not only to acquii-e a creditable

amount of general knowledge and useful informa-

tion, but to impart it to others with accuracy and

clearness.

The various divisions into which the pupils are

classed were reorganized at the close of the last term.

Some of the old classes have been recast, and new
ones formed.

There is great difference in the ages and condition

of our scholars, as well as in the advantages which

they have enjoyed, and the training they have received,

before entering the Institution. Some of them have

attended school, and acquired a fair amount of knowl-

edge, before losing their sight. Others, although born

blind, have been taught at home to distinguish the

letters of the embossed alphabet, have been trained in

spelling, and have been instructed in the elements

of arithmetic and geography. Others, again, do not

know the capital of their own State, and have never

heard of the multiplication-table. In order to do

justice to all, our classes are necessarily small, and the

number of teachers large. This, of course, increases

the cost of instruction ; but cheapness is no more

applicable in equij^ping an educational establishment,

than in officering and fitting up an army. Indeed,

of all kinds of poor economy, that which will admit

the packing a large number of pupils of different

ages and mental capacity into one large division for

the sake of saving the salary of an additional teacher,

is the poorest.

The school is under the charge of six young ladies,
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three of whom teach principally in the boys' depart-

ment, and three in the girls'.

These ladies are well fitted for the positions which

they occup}^ They are earnestly interested in the

calling- they have chosen ; and the patience and devo-

tion which they have shown in the discharge of their

duties is steadily winning for them the esteem and

aifection of their pupils, and the appreciation and

confidence of the management of the Institution.

Department of Music.

Great attention has continued to be paid during

the past year to the study of music, both in its prac-

tice as an art and in its theory as a science.

Instruction has been given to a large number of the

pupils by a corps of five talented and able resident

teachers, assisted by a few of the advanced scholars,

and great facilities for musical culture have been

afibrded. The services of eminent professors in the

city have been j^fomptly employed whenever special

instruction on some particular instrument was re-

quired; and one of the best vocal teachers in Boston

has been, and is still, giving lessons in singing and

vocal training to an advanced class.

Some of oui' blind people have also profited at

times by the instruction given in the conservatories

of music.

Opportunities for hearing the works of the best

masters interpreted by prominent artists, have been

eagerly sought and amply enjoyed by our students

of music. In fact, nothing has been omitted which

can contribute to the improvement of the ear, the
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culture and refinement of the taste, or tlic attainment

of excellence in the art.

Our collection of the necessary appliances lor a

thorough musical education is more complete, and in

better condition, than ever before. New instruments

have been added during the past year, and several of

the older ones repaired and juit in good order. Our

piano-fortes are numerous, and in excellent condition,

and our facilities for thorough practice are uncom-

monly good. The large church-organ, as well as

the three smaller ones, does excellent service in our

system of musical education.

Most of our pupils show a keen appreciation of

these invaluable facilities, and many of them try by

steady application and unflagging industry to turn

them to the greatest advantage. A class of advanced

scholars have given considerable attention to the

study of the literature of music, and a great amount

of matter referring to this subject has been written

out by them in the Braille system. In short, the

condition of our musical department continues to be

as flourishing as can be desired, and new recruits

from the more talented among the puj^ils ai-e contin-

ually swelling its numbers.

This department is necessarily regarded as one of

the most important instrumentalities in our s^^stem of

training. A good course of musical instruction, while

affording an abundant source of pleasure to the blind,

is one of the most effective agencies in imparting to

them a thorough general education. It gives to our

pupils a certain degree of culture, and develops their

aesthetic sense. It rellnes their taste, and contiibutes

4
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to the elevation of their character; and, above all, it

puts them in a j^osition to compete successfull}'^ with

those who have been better fitted by nature for the

battle of life, and secures to them the means of earn-

ing a respectable livelihood, and even of laying up a

comfortable competency.

Tuning Department.

Special attention has for many years been paid in

this Institution to the art of tuning and repairing

piano-fortes, and no pains or expense has been

spared in providing the best means of instruction in

this important calling.

The system of training pursued in our tuning

department is both thorough and comprehensive.

The lessons are accompanied by a constant examina-

tion and study of the mechanism of the piano, Avhich

renders the pupils familiar with the principles upon

which the instrument is constructed, and enables

them to acquire a thorough knowledge of its parts

and workings.

Our advanced class of tuners have excellent oppor-

tunities for practical observation and improvement in

their art. Besides their regular daily practice, they

tune all the piano-fortes of the establishment, and

those of our customers. Last year they took to

pieces and thoroughly reintegrated a number of old

piano-fortes, putting in new hammers and strings,

and rendering the instruments as good as new. The

work was done in a very satisfactory manner, and

its execution afforded the pupils an excellent oppor-

tunity for studying the internal mechanism of piano-
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fortes. Such practice is as valuable to tuners as the

study of anatomy is to physicians or surgeons. It

gives them a thorough command of their art, and

enables them to undertake and execute the most

difficult commissions successfully and satisfactorily.

The graduates of our tuning department generally

meet with favor and encoiu'agement from the public,

and are, as a whole, successful. Most of them earn a

good livelihood by tuning and repairing piano-fortes

for private families, while a few are employed in

factories.

There is a strong pressure for admission into this

department, and our young blind men are generally

very anxious to learn to tune.

This is natural. The art of tuning is a lucrative

one, and its practice is not nearly so difficult as that of

some other callings. It does not require of its devo-

tees that special talent, and those high mental quali-

fications, which are indispensable requisites in a good

teacher of music. It is mechanical, rather than scien-

tific. A young blind man, drilled in the elements of

music, and endowed with a good ear and a fair

amount of mechanical skill, can learn without diffi-

culty to tune and repair piano-fortes; while very few

men, whether seeing or blind, can become first-class

musicians.

But, difficult as the task is, we are obliged to

resist this pressure, and to be very careful in the

selection of candidates. A tuner, as well as a

teacher, must not only be master of his art or profes-

sion in all its details, but a man of stainless character,

of good address and natural refinement. He must
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be clean, tidy, and free from objectionable habits.

lie must win, by his skill and manners, the confidence

and esteem of his customers, otherwise he will not be

allowed to enter their parlors for any length of time,

and will thus injure, not only his own prospects, but

the reputation of others belonging to the same class

with himself. People may be willing to confide their

old furniture to a common blind workman for repairs,

or even to buy the wares of a poor blind artisan in

order to help him, but they will not intrust the

instruction of their children, the care of an expensive

piano-forte, or the use of their parlor to an ignorant,

unscrupulous, rude, or untidy man.

~No teacher of music, performer, or tuner of piano-

fortes, is indorsed by this Institution, or recommended

to the patronage of the public, unless his instructors

here have been able conscientiously to give him cer-

tificates of ability and skill in their special branches.

Work Department.

The report of this dejjartment for the past year

must necessarily be brief, as no changes have

occurred, nor any new developments taken place

in its workings.

In the juvenile department, the boys have been

taught to seat cane-bottomed chairs ; and some of

them have worked successfully at this trade. Brooms

have also been made during a part of the year; but

the broom-corn market has been so irregular, and

its prices so exorbitant, that we have been unable,

during most of the time, to obtain a good supply

of stock at a reasonable, or, indeed, at any price.
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In the depai-tment for adults, the men have been

kept as busy as usual, and a fair amount of work

has been done. Considering the general state of

business in this and other countries at this time,

and its effect upon all kinds of industry, our work

department is not any more depressed than other

similar enterprises in this community.

The balance against this department for the past

year, is $2,761.81; and the amount paid to blind

men and women for work done by them, $3,471.21.

Gover:n^ment axd Disceplike.

The government of the establishment is, in its

main features, the same as that of any well-regulated

family in the neighborhood. It is neither based on

arbitrary rules, nor on such unreasonable exactions

as would tend to isolate the j^^ipils from general

social relations and influences, and develop in them

monastic habits. Of course, the size of our house-

hold, and the thorough and systematic performance

of our work, require such special regulations as are

necessary to avoid confusion, and to secure the

regular and unobstructed movement of all parts of

the machinery ; but even these are few in number,

and of a very simple character.

The discipline of the school has been conducted

on the same general principles as heretofore, i^o

corporal punishment, or harsh treatment of any kind,

has been allowed. Moral suasion, accompanied by

kindness and gentle firmness, forms the main feature

of our system of discipline ; and our pupils have

conducted themselves in such a way as to prove
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its efficacy. ISTot only have they shown that eager-

ness for study, and desire for mental improvement

and aesthetic culture, which are characteristic of the

blind generally, but they have, moreover, been almost

uniformly docile and well-behaved. Though under

the instruction, and, for the most part, under the

government of young women, they have, neverthe-

less, rendered ready obedience to all that has been

required of them.

Bducation^ op the Blestd.

Books, Apparatus, etc.

In a report on printing embossed books and

making apparatus for the use of the blind, submitted

to the American Social Science Association by its

special committee, and read at the general session

held at Detroit in May last, a somewhat one-sided

view was given of what has been done in this

direction.

The author of this document, after pronouncing

the appliances used in teaching the blind antiquated

and insufficient, recommends that the care of pro-

ducing suitable books and apparatus for their use

should hereafter be intrusted to men following the

calling of mechanics.

The following remarks are offered, rather in

deference to the wishes of friends of the Institution,

than from a feeling that the establishment itself

needs any defence or other testimony to its usefulness,

than that of the hundreds of well-taught graduates

now living as industrious and respected citizens in
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different parts of I^Tew England and of the United

States in general.

In all the branches of instruction for the blind, aid

and assistance are derived from the use of books and

apparatus adapted to the sense of touch ; but, as has

formerly been stated in these reports, the common
notion that the sole or chief reliance is placed upon

books printed in raised letters is erroneous. The

most important thing is oral instruction,—the living

word fresh from the teacher's lips. Text-books for

the blind, like those for the seeing, are very useful

when employed as sticks to walk with, and not as

crutches to lean upon. But, although text-books play

an important part in the instruction of any pupil,

books of history, science, and general information are

equally indispensable, if not more so ; and this is

fully as much the case with the blind as with the

seeing. For this reason the work of creating a

library engaged my attention from the date of the

foundation of this Institution, no less than that of

devising such implements as were needed in order to

enable the blind to write, cipher, and acquire a

knowledge of geography.

I arranged an alphabet and planned such improve-

ments in the printing of books and construction of

apparatus as seemed to me necessary to reduce them

in size and cost, increase the facility with which they

were used, and promote their adaptability to the

purposes for which they were made. A press was

ordered, the means of fitting up a printing-office were

raised, and the work was begun. It was carried on

vigorously and successfully ; and in a few yeai'S
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thousands of copies of some select text-books and

books of reference were printed, and all kinds of

appliances and apparatus adapted to the sense of

touch were made here, and put in the hands of the

blind in this country and in England. As there was

nowhere a permanent fund to support this enterprise,

however, I had great difficulty in begging the money

from various sources ; but, although the obstacles were

numerous and sometimes disheartening, the work was

carried on with occasional interruptions until very re-

cently, when it was again stopped for lack of means.

In all these years, and under all circumstances, this

Institution has never ceased to make improvements

in the processes and appliances for printing books,

embossing maps, and constructing apparatus for the

use of the blind. Its management has always been

eager, not only to increase the facilities for their

instruction and training, and to profit by the

experience of those engaged in the work elsewhere

(without failing to acknowledge suum cuique), but

to give encouragement to all other establishments

desirous of promoting the same ends.

Library.

Thus our establishment possesses a large library

composed of valuable books in embossed letters of

various kinds, printed in this country and in Europe.

With this a circulating library is connected, from

which, not only the graduates of our own school, but

the blind of ]S^ew England, and many in other parts

of the United States, borrow books for reading at

home, without charge.
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Maps and Globes.

The facilities which this Institution affords for the

study of geography, are equal to those offered in our

best public schools. Tlierc is in our establishment a

large supply of maps and globes of different kinds,

sizes, and materials, made in various parts of the

world.

The most perfect wall-maps in relief, are those

made here for the use of our own pupils, as well

as for the accommodation of other establishments.

They are renewed as often as necessity requires, and

improved by such alterations and additions as careful

study and the light of experience suggest.

One was made last year, and we are now pre-

paring to execute a complete new set. The maps

recently constructed are far superior to those made

thirty years ago.

To these have been added, at different times,

numerous maps and globes adapted to the sense of

touch, made in Germany, England, France, Belgium,

Switzerland, and Italy. A more complete collection

than ours can hardly be found.

I have also imported a number of embossed maps

for class work from England. The outlines of these

maps are bold and stiff, and their finish is very

satisfactor}^ They are durable, and may be imported

for a mere trifle, so that each ])upil can have one at

his desk. Indeed they cost less than the materials

alone would cost here.

For these, as well as a number of other useful

aiDpliances, the blind are indebted to Dr. T. R.
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Armitage, the indefatigable Secretary of the British

and Foreign Association for promoting the education

and employment of the blind.

Dissected maps were introduced into this Institu-

tion as early as the year 1839, and their importance

in the study of geography was fully appreciated.

But although no efforts were spared in improving

the construction of these maps, they were for many

years far from satisfactory. At length Mr. B. B.

Huntoon, Superintendent of the Kentucky Institution

for the Blind, has succeeded in modelling the best

dissected maps for physical geography ever yet made.

The management of this Institution has promptly

patronized the enterprise, and offered to encourage its

continuance. This set of maps will, when completed,

prove a great addition to the facilities for the study

of geography both by blind and seeing children, as

well as an ornament to any school-house.

Cipliering-Boards and Types.

The ciphering-boards, or slates, used in this Institu-

tion, are as perfect as can be made anywhere. The

original ones were imported from Europe in 1832.

They were of lead, and were very clumsy and

unsatisfactory. They were modified, however, under

my supervision, their utility increased, and the proc-

ess of performing mathematical pi-oblems with them

simplified. But George Eaton, one of our graduates,

has made a wooden board which surpasses all others,

and is now extensively used. It is neat, light, and

very convenient. It is also quite durable, being

made mostly by hand ; the square holes are not i^er-
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foratecl, but made by fitting strips of hard wood

crosswise into a frame, and fastening tlieni in firmly.

The types first introduced here from Kuropc were

no less objectionable than the slates. They were of

lead, and not only soiled the fingers, but had in some

cases a slightly injurious effect upon the fineness of

the touch. "Wooden ones were made by Mr. Eaton,

but were too light, and easily displaced and lost. We
next attempted, a few years since, to introduce types

made of porcelain ; but this proved unsuccessful, since

the amount of work required for the process of pol-

ishing and finishing rendered them too expensive for

common use.

Finally, after many unsuccessful trials, I had glass

types cast, which have given great satisfaction, and

taken the place of all other kinds.

Writing-Cards and Tablets.

The appliances furnished by this Institution for

writing according to all the various systems now in

use, are worthy of mention for their variety and mod-

erate cost. Our grooved paste-boards, for common

or square handwriting, meet with great favor. They

are well made, strong, and convenient, and are in

extensive use in this country, in Canada, and in

England. A supply of five hundred was recentl}'

exhausted in a short time, and a new one of nearly

a thousand is at hand to meet the demand.

Tablets for point-w^riting of all kinds are also

furnished here, at an expense varying from one dollar

and twenty cents to two dollars apiece. It is hardly

possible to reduce the price of these tablets without
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affecting their durability and utility. Our supply

consists of a variety of tablets made here as well as

in Indianapolis and London, and our pupils have the

privilege of choice.

Thus our facilities for point-writing are unsur-

passed, and, with the exception perhaps of the jN^ew

York Institution, there is more literary and musical

matter "pricked" here than in any other Institution

in the country.

General RemarJcs.

Such is, in brief, the history of the art of printing

for the blind in this country, and such are the facili-

ties afforded for their instruction. A thorough

examination of these facilities will show that this, as

well as most of the leading institutions for the blind

in America, is amply provided with the apparatus

necessary for imparting to its pupils a liberal, and,

at the same time, a thoroughly practical educa-

tion. Neither pains nor expense has been spared

for this end, and much thought and .study have

been devoted to the increase and improvement

of apparatus. Indeed, all the new inventions

and processes, about which so much is said in the

report of the committee of the American Social

Science Association, have long been in use by the

American Printing-IIouse at Louisville, Kentucky,

with great success.

Although most of these plain facts would be

apparent to a candid and impartial observer, they

have been little attended to by the committee of the

American Social Science Association, and the whole
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system of the education of the blincl has not l)een

impartially represented in their report.

As a tree is judged by its fruit, so is a system of

education by its results. A high standard of scholar-

ship can no more be attained in an educational

establishment lacking the proper methods and

scantily provided with the most indispensable tools,

than good fruit can be brought forth by corrupt trees.

Let us now consider the results of the system of

education for the blind adopted in this country, and

judge it thereby. In order to do this properly,

however, we must look back through a few pages of

history, examine the social and moral condition of the

blind in Europe and in this country, and draw a

brief comparison between the two.

In many Christian countries, the terms blindness

and beggary are not very far from being synonymous,

even to-day. In England and all over the Continent

the blind are still regarded as a class of dependents,

and to most people the appearance of a blind person

instantly suggests the idea of beggary. The efforts

organized in Europe during the present century for

the assistance of the blind, and the amelioration of

their condition, have met with considerable success;

but any one who passes by the churchyards, and

through the thronged streets of the larger European

cities, is frequently and forcibly reminded of old

Bartimeus begging from the passers-by, cap in hand.

Fifty years ago the case was nearly, if not pre-

cisely, the same in this country; but during tlie

last half century a remarkable revolution has been

effected.
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As soon as the claims of blind children to share

in the benefits of common school education were

acknowledged, and this privilege was conceded as

a matter of right, and not of charity, special schools

for the bHnd were established, appliances for their

instruction were contrived, and a general system of

education was adoj)ted. This system was so

arranged in all its particulars as to cultivate the

intellect of the pupils, to improve their moral nature,

and to increase their capacity for industry and self-

support. It was faithfully and diligently carried out

by several companies of zealous and earnest workers,

and its effect upon the moral character, the mental

ability, and the social position of the blind in Amer-

ica can hardly be overestimated. A blind man is no

longer necessarily classed among paupers and

dependents. Lack of sight is no longer a barrier in

the Avay of exercising various callings and profes-

sions, and of filling positions of usefulness and dis-

tinction. There will be found among the graduates

of the institutions for the blind in this country, not

only ingenious mechanics and skilful work men and

women, but good writers, talented musicians, and able

teachers. Taken as a whole, the blind of to-day

abhor the idea of dependence, and strive to become

industrious members of society, and useful citizens.

They are brought up to regard individual independ-

ence as one of the essentials of human happiness, and

the ability to work as its only secure basis. They

have, in short, so raised themselves in the esteem of

their fellow-citizens, that they are no longer regarded

as objects of pity or chai-ity.
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These results could not have been brought to pass

by using insufficient means or antiquated appliances;

nor could such men as Churchman and Sturtevant,

Patten and Bacon, Penniman and Babcock, Lane,

Harris, and Yan Cleve, and many other graduates of

institutions for the blind in this country, have dis-

tinguished themselves as they have done, as superin-

tendents, writers, scholars, lecturers, and instructors,

unless they had been brought up in schools possess-

ing good teachers, good appliances, good books, and

good methods of training.

A few words on the construction of implements

for the use of the blind will close these remarks.

In contriving tools for the purpose of conveying

information to the brain by means of the sense of

touch, two distinct operations are to be performed.

First. The anatomy of the sense of touch, and all

its relations to the nervous system, are to be studied,

and plans and methods to be devised on the basis of

30und scientific principles.

Second. Mechanical appliances are to be contrived

for the carrying out of those plans and methods.

The first of these two operations is one requiring

thought, study, and experience. It demands a person,

of more than ordinary mental ability. The man who

undertakes it must be guided by enlightened observa-

tion and experience, and possess a thorough knowl-

edge of anatomy, physiology, and mental philosoph3\

The second operation is simple and practical. A
man of mechanical ingenuity, no matter how ignorant

of the sciences he may be, can contrive the necessary

mechanical appliances foi* carrying it out.
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But the contrivances of an nneducatecl person are

not always those best adapted to educational pur-

poses. For instance, an ordinary mechanic considers

it an easy task to make a new alphabet by super-

imposing dots upon an embossed Roman letter of

lower-case, and thus to meet the requirements of both

blind and seeing; but to the experienced scholar the

arrangement of these dots is a vei-y difficult problem,

requiring a little more than mere mechanical

ingenuity for its solution.

Again, a skilful carpenter (a resident of Provi-

dence, R. I.) conceives the idea of making metallic

guides for point-writing, large enough to cover an

entire page. Experience shows, however, that there

are more obstacles than facilities in the way of using

such guides, and the project is therefore abandoned.

In endeavoring to benefit any class of peo2)le, it

is necessary, not only to wish them well, but to

know by experience what they most need, and what

are the best and wisest methods of assisting them.

It has been aptly remarked that philanthropy is a

science; and this truth shoidd always be borne in

mind by those who have the interests of humanity

most sincerely at heart.

For reasons such as these, a printing-house for the

purpose of furnishing the blind with books, would be

of very little use to them, if left wholly to the guid-

ance of uneducated mechanics. An establishment of

this kind, in order to do its work properly and suc-

cessfully, should be under the direction of a com-

mittee of men specially fitted by culture and experi-

ence for the charge. This committee should study
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the whole matter carefully in all its bearings, receive

suggestions, and decide upon such improvements and

alterations as they found to be based upon scientific

principles, and warranted by enlightened experience.

The printing-office of this Institution, which has

always been supported by voluntary contributions, is

temporarily closed for lack of funds. It will be

reopened, however, as soon as the requisite means

for continuing its work are provided. Meanwhile

the blind are furnished with books by that excellent

Institution, the American Printing-House, which is

pushing the work vigorously forward, and issues

a number of valuable books every year. This

establishment has been chartered for years, and

its work is carried on in the Institution for the

Blind at Louisville, Kentucky. It is managed by a

board of high-minded and public-spirited men, and

supported by several of the Western and South-

western States. It is provided with the necessary

appliances for carrying on so important a Avork suc-

cessfully, and has for some time past made more

improvements and put into practice more processes

for stereotyping and reprinting embossed books than

could have been devised by any company of mechanics

or artisans. Its administration is guided by a liberal

policy, and it enjo3^s the confidence, and has the

hearty cooperation, of all the institutions for the blind

in this country.

Kespectfully submitted by

SAM'L G. HOWE.
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Detailed Statement of Treasurer's Cash Account.

Dr.
1874-1875.

To drafts of the Auditors of Accounts,

cash ou hand, Sept. 30, 1875, .

Cr.
1874.

Oct. 1. By balance from former account cash,

.

Cash from rent of Prince Street estate,

Less for connecting gutters with drain,

7. Cash State of Massachusetts,

13. " Rhode Island,

Nov. 2. rent of Prince Street estate,

I). N. Y. Central R. R. coupons,

21. rent Oxford Street estate, Sept. 10 to Nov. 10

Dec. 18. note of George Harris,

. $r,G,\CA 68

• 12,802 57

$79,027 25

.$10,427 12

75 00

39 33—— 35 G7

. 7,5C0 00

. 4,250 00

, 75 00

. 150 00

10, 150 00

102 50

Jan. 13. Cash rent Prince Street estate December,

29. Cash S. G. Howe, as per following :

—

Sale of books in raised print.

Tuning,

Sale of brooms, account boys' shop,

Income of legacy to Laura Bridgman,

Edmund Dwight, account of T. Freany,

Gustavus Ryder, account of son, .

Sale of admission tickets,

Fred, flayer, account of son,

Sale of carryall,

Town of Richmond, acc't Woodmansie girls

Receipts of work department:—
For October, .... $1,857 G9

November,.... 1,477 02

December, . . . . 1,271 3G

Feb. 1. Cash, interest on deposit,

17. State of Massachusetts,

April 1.
" "

. .

2. rent Prince Street estate, January,

Amount carried forward.

75 00

. $173 99

8 00

17 25

. 130 00

31 12

. 140 00

27 15

80 00

40 50

22 83

4,r,0G 07

5,276 91

433 38

. 7,500 00

. 7,500 00

75 00

.$13,550 58
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Amount brought forward,
1875.

Api-. l;]. Cash S. G. Howe, as per following :

—

Mrs. E. Fraser, account of son,

Mrs. Loiige, i^resent to Laura Brklgman,

Income of legacy to " "

Sale of books in raised print,

of brooms, account boys' shop,

Tuning,

Sale of writing-boards and slates,

of old barrels, etc.,

of soap grease, ....
of tickets of admission,

Mr. Bolles, account of son, .

Proceeds of concert at East Boston,

• .$43 550 58

. ?42r) 00

50 00

80 00

74 06

G3 24

20 50

18 53

27 01

28 44

11 85

4 60

11 80

Receipts of work department:

—

January, f 1,222 33

February, 866 81

March, 1,138 10

3,227 30

May 3. Cash dividend Fitchburg Railroad Co.,

" Boston & Providence Railroad Co.,

10. rent Oxford Street estate, Nov. 10 to

March 10, $300 00

Less water tax, .... $32 25

rei^airs, 18 69

50 94

June 1. Cash rent of Prince Street estate, February,

2.

12.

29.

July 1.

20.

31.

Thos. D. Roche legacy,

rent Oxford Street estate, ]\Iarch 10 to April 10,

N. Y. Central Railroad coupon.s.

State of Massachusetts,

" Rhode Island,

" Vermont,

rent Prince Street estate, March,

Cash S. G. Ilowe, as per following:

—

Dividend on insurance, $10 90

S. G. Howe, board of horse, . . . . 133 14

Halifax Institute, for books, . . . . 71 15

S. G. Howe, for repairing piano, ... 32 00

School for I. & F. M. Youth, repairing piano, 80 00

State of Connecticut, for beneficiaries, . 3,975 00

4,048 33

100 00

150 00

249 06

75 00

601 27

75 00

150 00

7,500 00

3,725 00

1,650 00

75 00

Amounts carried forward. ,$4,302 19 $62,009 24
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Avioimis brouijht forirard.

Receipts oi" work clepiirlinent :

—

For April, f 1,340 09

May, l,."jo9 70

June, l,r)U 49

$4,r,0-2 19 $02,009 24

4,0 14 34

9

Sept. 2

30

Aug. 1. Cash interest on deposit,

rent Oxford Stre(;t estate, April 10 to IMay 10,

Prince Street estate, April,....
dividend Fitchburg Railroad Company,

" Boston & Providence Railroad Co.,

Cash S. C Howe, as per following:

—

State of New Hampshire, acct. beneficiaries, fl,.500 00

A. M. Wade, account of son, ... 300 00

Sale of soap grease, 47 07

of brooms, account boys' shop, . . 24 o9

of old junk, etc., 21 17

Tuning, 3 20

Sale of pricking slates, .... 32 .35

of admission tickets, .... 33 04

of books in raised print, . . . 193 00

Sales-room, for use ot horse and wagon, . 600 00

Board of clerks one year, .... 185 78

Receipts of Avork department :

—

For July, f 1,000 91

August, .... 990 23

September,. . . . 2,482 79

4,539 93

8,810 53

300 75

75 00

75 00

100 00

150 00

7,380 73

?79,027 25

Analysis of Tkkasurer's Account.

The Treasurer's Account shows that the total receipts during

the year were §79,027 25

Less cash on hand at the lieginning of the year, . . . 10,427 12

§68,000 13

Ordinary SeccijHs.

From the State of ^lassachusetts, . . . §30,000 00

beneficiaries of other States and individuals, 10,200 05

interest, coupons and rent, . . . 2,958 80

§49,104 91

Amount carried forward^ §49,104 91
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Amount brought forward,

Extraordinary Rcceij)ts.

From work department for articles made by the

blind,

legacy of Thos. D. Roche,

sale of books in i\ii.sed print, .

present to Laura Bridgman,

sale of books in raised print, .

tuning pianos, ....
sale of admission tickets, .

of writing-boards and slates,

of carryall,

of old barrels, soap grease, etc.,

proceeds of concert, .

dividend on insurance,

board of horse, . . .

repairing pianos,

work department, use of horse and wagon,

board of clerks, .

.$49,104 91

$16,887 64

. 601 27

. 512 20

50 00

. ,105 08

.
' 37 70

72 04

50 88

40 50

. 124 29

11 80

10 90

. 133 14

. 112 00

. 500 00

. 185 78

— 19,435 22

68,600 13

General Analysis of Steward's Account,

Dr.

Receipts from Treasurer on Auditor''s drafts, .

Less balance of draft on hand, ...
Cr.

Liabilities of Sept. 30, 1874, ....
Ordinary expenses, as per schedule annexed,

.

Extraordinary " " " "

,66,164 68

229 92

— %(jb,934 76

$1,974 05

44,126 27

19,834 44

,934 76
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Analysis ok Expenditukf,.s von the Year ending Sept. 30, 1H7'j,

AS I'EK StEWAKU'S ACCOUNT.

Meat, ;]0,2-J7J^ lbs., §4,03.5 71

Fish, 4,0;).") li)S., .... 2.54 ]'J

Butter, .5,:$74 lbs , 1,018 1.5

Rice, saijo, etc., 584 lbs , . 58 02
Flour ami meal, .... 536 31

Potatoes aiul other vegetables, 715 18
Fruit, 513 71
Milk, 12,.15o quarts, .... 1,053 11

Sugar, !),111 lbs., .... 984 22
Tea and eofl'ee, 73.5 lbs., . 179 54
Other groeeries. 429 14
Sundry articles of consumption. 603 84
Gas and oil, 338 40
Coal and wood, .... 2,845 83
Salaries, superintendence and instruction

, 13,614 21
Wages and domestic service, . 3,861 00
Outside aid, 205 66
Medicine and medical attendance, . 26 21
Furniture and Ijcdding, . 1,332 47
Clothes and mending. 37 83
Musical instruments. 923 42
Expenses of stal)le, .... 1,673 87

of boys' shop, . 142 56
Books, stationery, etc., 1,.331 94
Water taxes, etc., .... 661 09
Ordinary construction and repairs, . 4,.351 94
Insurance, 655 00
Travelling expenses. 42 77
Rent of office in town, 497 75
Board of man and clei'k dui'ing vacation, 87 99
Sundries, . . . . .... 215 21

944,*120 27
Extraordinary construction and repairs, . . . §9.50 37
Extra rent of store, from 1871, .... G^o 60
Bills to be refund(>d, 1<)1 13
Expenses of work department, . . . . 18,007 34

19,834 44

$63,960 71
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General Abstract of Accounts of Work "Department,

October 1, 1875.

Liabilities.

Due Institution for inyestments at sundry times

since the first date, $29,372 92

Excess of expenditures over receipts, . . . 1,179 70

Due sundry individuals, 1,217 37

$31,700 90

Assets.

Stock on liand, October 1, 1875, .... $5,044 14

Debts due, 655 68

5,699 82

$26,070 17

Balance against work department, October 1, 1875, . . .$26,070 17

"1, 1874, . . . 23,305 36

Cost of carrying on workshop, $2,764 81

Dr.

Cash received for sales, etc., during the year, . . $16,887 64

Excess of expenditures over receipts, . . . 1,179 70

$18,067 34

Cr.

Liabilities of October 1, 1874 $1,021 00

Salaries and wages paid blind persons, . . . 3,471 21

" " " seeing persons, . . 2,517 31

Sundries for stock, etc., . . . 11,057 82

$18,067 34
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Account of Slock, October, 1875.

Real estate, . $315,400 00

Railroad stock, $14,200 00

Household furniture, 1G,581 41

rrovisions and supplies, .... 1.308 G7

Wood and t-oal, 3,095 80

Musical department, viz. :

—

3 small organs, . . .730 00

38 piano-fortes, . . . 8,410 00

Violins, 217 75

Brass instruments, . . . 1,821 53

16,679 28

Books in printing-office, 2,481 41

Stereotype plates, 840 12

School furniture and apparatus. 2,275 43

Musical library, 494 90

Library, books in common type, . 864 74

books in raised print. 11,997 78

Boys' shop, 194 72

Stable and tools, 1,348 87

Carpenter's shop, 57 75

Boats, 95 00

72,515 88

$387,915 88
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LIST OF EMBOSSED BOOKS

Printed at the Perlins Institution and Massachusetts Asylum for the

Blind.

s

TITLE OF BOOK.
a
s
o
>

c o

1?
s

s
d
!5

Ill

Lardner's Universal History, 3 U 00 $2 75
Howe's Geograi)hy, 2 50 1 60
Howe's Atlas of the Islands,* 3 00 _
Howe's Blind Child's First Book,* 1 25 _
Howe's lilind Child's Second Book,* . 1 25 _
Howe's Blind Child's Third Book,* . 1 25 _
Howe's Blind Child's Fourth Book,* . 1 25 _

First Table of Lo<»;arithms,.... 3 00 1 75
Astronomical Dictionary, .... 2 00 _
Rudiments of Natural Philosophy,* . 4 00 2 75
Philosophy of Natural History, . 4 00 -
Guyot's Geography, 4 00 2 75
Cyclopedia, 4 00 2 50
Natural Theology, 4 00 2 50
Combe's Constitution of Man, 4 00 2 50
Pope's Essay,* 2 00 -
Baxter's Call, ...... 4 00 2 75
Book of Proverbs, 3 00 1 75
Book of Psalms, 3 25 2 00
New Testament (small), .... 4 00 2 75
Book of Common Prayer, .... 4 00 3 00
Hymns for the Blind,* 3 00 1 75
Pilgrim's Progress, 4 00 2 75
Life of ]\lelanchthon, 2 00 1 00
Old Curiosity Shop, ..... 4 00 3 00
Shakespeare's "Hamlet" and "Julius Ca3sar," 4 00 3 00
Heljrew Melodies and Childe Harold, . 3 00 2 00
History of United States, .... 3 75 2 50
Child's History of England,. 2 4 00 2 75
Selections from the Works of Swedenborg, 1 — —

Writing-cards, .

Braille's Writing-boards,

15

25

Books loaned gratuitously to any blind person who offers sufficient

security that they will not be abused, and will be returned.

Stereotyped.
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LIST OF BOOKS AND MUSIC

Printed and Appliances made by the British and Foreign Association

for jyromoting the Education and Employment of the Blind.

[The prices quoted are in English coin.]

Books Embossed in Bkaille ype.

"Key to Braille reading and writinjj;," ....
" Key to Braille reading," for the seeing, in ordinary type,

" Hymns for Advent," ....
" The Sacrifice," etc., by George Herbert,
" Birds of Passage," and other jjoeras, .

" Anecdotes of Dogs," ....
" Jolm Gili)in,"

" Village Blacksmith," and " Psalm of Life,"

" The Sparrow's Nest," etc., .

" The Poplar Field," etc.,

Milton's Samson Agonistes (in preparation)

Braille Alphabet,

The Lord's Prayer,

The Lord's Prayer (in contracted Braille),

Exercises on the first ten letters, .

Multiplication-table, ....
Addition-table, . *

.

Music.

Selections from Hamilton,

The two first of six progressive Sonatinas (dementi),

Six Hymn Tunes— ancient and modern,

Embossed Key to Musical Notation,

The same in ordinary type, for the seeing, .

]\Iusical Ciiaracters used by the seeing, embossed.

Braille Lidex to ]\Iusical Characters,

Musical Alphabet,

Geogkapiiy.

^fap of Europe, ....
]Map of Euroj)e, plain, .

(iuide to Europe, ....
Map of England, showing mcuntains,

Alap of England, elementary, with indc

Map of Australia, ....
Map of Australia, plain,

O.s.M

6

6

6

6

6

3

3

3

0^

Os 9c;.

9

6

6

2

6

6

^\

l.«. Od.

6

1

3 G

3

1
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Guide to Australia,

.

Map of Palestine, .

Guide to Palestine,

.

Map of South America,

.

Guide to South America,

Map of Ireland,

Guide to Ireland, .

Map of United States, .

Guide to United States (in preparation)

Map of Scotland (in preparation),

Globes (made in Berlin),

Os. 3(Z.

2

2

2

2

4

3

6

30

Frame and Style for writing Braille, 3

Frame and Style for writing Braille, for pocket, , . . .16
Style, 1

Cards for pencil-writing, 0^

The Education and Employment of the Blind, by T. R.

Armitage, M. D., 2 6

The above books and appliances can be had at this Institu-

tion at actual cost.
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TERMS OF ADMISSI0:N^.

Young blind persons, of good moral character, can be admitted

to the school by paying S300 per annum. This sum covers all

expenses, except for clothing ; namely, board, washing, the use of

books, musical instruments, etc. The pupils must furnish their own

clothing, and pay their own fares to and from the Institution. The

friends of the pupils can visit them whenever they choose.

Indigent blind persons, of suitable age and character, belonging

to Massachusetts, can be admitted gratuitously', by application to

the governor for a warrant.

The following is a good form, though an}' other will do :

—

" To His Excellency the Governor :

"Sir,—My son (or daiigliter, or nephew, or niece, as the ease may be),

named , and aged , cannot be instructed in the common schools, for

want of sight. I am nnablo to pay for the tuition at the Perkins Institution

and Massachusetts Asyhuvi for the Blind, and I requ^t that your Excellency

will give a warrant for free admission.

" Very respectfully, ."'

The application maj- be made b}' any relation or friend, if the

parents are dead or absent.

It should be accompanied b}' a certificate from one or more of the

selectmen of the town, or aldermen of the city, in this form :

"I hereby certify that, in my opinion, Mr. is not a wealthy

person, and that he cannot afford to pay $3U0 per annum for his child's in-

struction. (Signed). ."'

There should be a certificate, signed by some regular physician,

in this form :

"I certify that, in my opinion, has not sufficient vision to bo

taught in connnoii schools; and that he is free from epilepsy, and from any

contagious disease. (Signed) ."'

These papers should be done up together, and forwarded to the

Director of thk Institution for the Blind, South Boston, ^Nlass.
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An ol)ligf\tion will be required from some responsible persons,

that the pupil shall be kept properly supplied with decent clothing,

shall be provided for during vacations, and shall be removed, with-

out expense to the Institution, whenever it ma}' be desirable to

discharge him.

The usual period of tuition is from five to seven years. Indigent

blind persons residing in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Con-

necticut and Rhode Island, by applying as above to the Governor,

or " the Secretary of State," in their respective States, can obtain

warrants for free admission.

The relatives or friends of the blind who may be sent to the Insti-

tution are requested to furnish information in answer to the fol-

lowing questions :

—

1. Wliat is the name and age of the applicant ?

2. Where born ?

8. Was he born blind? If not, at what age was the sight unpaired?

4. Is the blindness total or partial ?

5. What is the supposed cause of the blindness ?

6. Has he ever been subject to fits ?

7. Is he now in good health, and free from eruptions and contagious

diseases of the skin ?

8. Has he ever been to school 1 If yes, where ?

9. What is the general moral character of the applicant ?

10. Of what country was the father of the applicant a native ?

11. What was the general bodily condition and health of the father,—was
he vigorous and healthy, or the contrarj' ?

12. Was the father of the applicant ever subject to fits or to scrofula ?

13. Were alMiis senses perfect ?

14. Was he always a temperate man ?

1.5. About how old was he when the applicint was born ?

16. Was there any known peculiarity in the family of the father of the

applicant; that is, were any of the grandparents, parents, uncles, aunts,

brothers, sisters, or cousins, blind, deaf, or insane, or afflicted with any
infirmity of body or mind?

17. If dead, at what age did the father die, and of what disorder ?

18. Where was the mother of the applicant born ?

19. What was the general bodily condition of the mother of the applicant,

—strong and healthy, or the contrary ?

20. Was shei ever subject to scrofula or to fits.

21. Were all her senses perfect ?

22. Was she always a temperate woman ?

23. About how old was she when the ai)i)licant was born ?

24. How many children had she before the a])plicant was born f
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2r>. "Was she iclutcd by blood to hci- biisbaud? If so, in wbat degree,

—

iirst, second, or third cousius ?

2G. If dead, at what age did she die, and of what disorder?

27. Was there any known peenliarity in her family; that is, were any of

her grandparents, parents, nneles, annts, sisters, brothers, children, or cousins

either l)lind or deaf or insane, or afflicted with any inhrniity of body or

mind ?

28. What are the i>ecuniaiy means of the parent or immcdiates relatives

of the applicant ?

29. How nnich can they aliord to pay toward the support and education

of the applicant?

For further particulars, address the Director of the Institution

FOR THE Blind, South Boston, Mass.




